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Environmental (in)justice
Frontiers of environmental justice:
Urban climate justice

§ Access to environmental
benefits & exposure to
harms unequally distributed
§ Benefits and burdens
differentiated by class
(environmental inequity) &
race (environmental racism)
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§ First named in the United
States in 1980s but now
recognised as a global
issue
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Heat waves

Wildfire

Expected climate change
impacts
Drought

Heat island effects
Water and food insecurity
Flooding & storm-surge
Storm damage (e.g. from cyclones)
Erosion – especially coastlines
Declining biodiversity
Increased fire
Increased infectious diseases
Large scale infrastructure damage
Increased energy demands
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Thunderstorms

Dust storms
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Exposure to harm
from climate change
Flooding (drowning, mould, property damage)
Heatwaves (heat exhaustion, illness & death)
Wildfire (property damage, livelihood, death)
Insect-borne disease (disease & death)
Storm damage (livelihood, shelter)
Food & water shortages (disease & death)
Higher cooling costs (livelihood)
Electricity expenses (livelihood, health)
» Job losses
» Unable to flee
» Displacement
§ Nuclear waste, coal gas,
solar & wind toxics (disease & death)

§
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Evacuations

Floods

Disease

Cyclones

Access to benefits
§

Parks

§ Mostly subsidies for the
wealthy
§ Public transportation
dependent
§ Oil vulnerable suburbs
§ Often don’t own mobile
telephones
(emergency communication)
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Climate-just cities

Climate justice

(borrowing from Susan Fainstein, 2006)

(Fritz and Wiseman, 2009; Goodman, 2009; Ikeme, 2003; Liverman, 2009)

§ Socio-cultural dimensions of climate change are
chronically underdeveloped (Bulkeley, 2001)
§ Predominantly drawn from environmental justice
movement’s principles (Moss, 2009)
§ Based on ethics of intragenerational and
intergenerational equity
§ Focus on distributive and procedural equity / justice
§ Focus on north / south divide & carbon pollution
§ Less literature on urban impacts
§ Little work on developed world cities

§ How do LGA strategies frame climate change risks?
§ What forces shape local vulnerabilities?
» More than just access and distribution

§ How do LGA strategies frame vulnerabilities
§ Do they mention (in)justice & if so, how?
§ What adaptations are proposed, if any?
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Spatial planning’s response

Previous research (Byrne et al, 2009)

§ A series of state and local government climate
adaptation plans
§ Most focus on ecological modernisation initiatives

§ Four key Australian responses to climate change
§ (i) carbon trading schemes;
§ (ii) using ‘green’ technologies to reduce greenhouse
emissions for specific industries, public infrastructure,
and residential developments;
§ (iii) promoting urban forms thought to be more energy
efficient (e.g. compact cities), and
§ (iv) impact mitigation

» (decoupling economic growth & environmental harm)

§ Technocratic – predicting sea-level rise, floodmapping, liability
» Growth management
» Public transportation (light rail, solar & hydrogen powered
buses) and transit-oriented development
» Water & energy efficiency (e.g. low-flow showerheads,
rainwater tanks & WSUD
» Subsidies
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Potential vulnerability indicators

Emerging criticisms

Physical

§ Little or no public involvement
§ Little consideration of socio-cultural outcomes

§
§
§
§
§
§

» Focus on infrastructure, health and economic dimensions

§ Economic opportunities and efficiencies
§ Benefits flow to the wealthy (Macintosh & Wilkinson, 2010)
§ Based in incremental change not catastrophic
» Ignores ideas of critical thresholds and tipping points

§ Implications for scale and timeframe of adaptation
§ Does not consider vulnerable communities
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Proximity to coastline
Height above sea level
Slope of land
Density of built form
Location within floodplain
Proximity to high
vegetation fuel loading

Social (after Cutter: 2006, 122-3)
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Female
Female head of household
Single parent
Large number of dependents
Unemployed
Low education
Homeless
Low income
Seasonal worker / service sector employee
Migrant
‘Non-English speaker’
Very old & very young
Renter (insecure tenure)
Non-White
Caravan or mobile home dweller
Primary industry occupation
Proximity to transport and medical services
Disability
Welfare dependent
Asthmatic
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Climate (in)justice
§ People most impacted will be:
» Socio-economically & socio-politically vulnerable
» Includes: low-income households, elderly, very young, nonWhites, homeless, immigrants, mortgage-stressed
households, disabled and sick people, itinerant workers &
working poor, renters
» Why?: harder to flee; easily isolated, live in poorly constructed
housing, hot neighbourhoods, floodplains, fire or erosionprone land; poor access to vital information (language issues,
social networks, access to computers); limited resources for
repair, rebuilding, retrofitting; poor access to health care; and
spatially concentrate people in places where facilities like
parks, health care clinics and storms shelters are scarce
» What about non-humans - ideas of ecological justice?

Aboriginal people

Children
Jobless

Homeless
Immigrants

&

refugees

Elderly
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Evacuees

Disabled
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Renters

Sick

Climate-just city
Requires major economic and lifestyle changes
Participatory urban governance and policy responses
Tracing who dominates & benefits?
Who gets left behind?
How are discourses of climate change made and
performed by various stakeholders?
§ How do they shape policies, practices & resistance?

§
§
§
§
§
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Vulnerable people

Socio-Cultural Dimensions of Climate Change" AAG Conference (April 12 – 16, 2011)

Adaptive responses?

Working families on flood-prone land
Caravan-park dwellers

Local food production?
City greening?
Buy-back of flood prone houses?

People living in heat-traps

Seawalls?

Clusters of poverty amidst wealth

Planned retreat & abandonment?
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